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There are a number of methods of trimming and none of them involve just barefeet. You have to look at the
whole horse. Check their natural environment. Horses in nature move 20 miles a day. Hooves are made to
work. They can't do that in mud. They need air and good food. Legume hay makes a problem with hooves
that won't stay attached to their bones. Do they get hoof care on a regular basis?

Why shoe a horse?

• I ride on rough trails in the mountains.
• When we show we try to get a certain angle on the leg and the shoe helps.
• Do don't want to let the hoof grow so long that they can't walk.
• Some ferriers feel that because this area of the country is not natural and that this big horse

needed the extra support of shoes.
• Showing for cracks. (A crack means the hoof is being stressed usually by hoof walls that are

not maintained properly.)

What problems do you have shoeing your horse.

• They rip them off.
• The cost.
• Impedes hoof mechanism.
• Keeps dirt in which rots the hoof.
• Horses kick each other with shoes on.
• Shoes tear up pastures and mates.
• Loss of traction - you might slip on asphalt for instance.

What are you thinking would be good about going barefoot?

• It seems natural and healthy.
• Cheaper.
• Saves time.
• Improves their gait.
• Increased endurance because the heart doesn't have to work as hard to get blood back up from

the foot.
• Healthy horse.

Hoof boots can be placed on a horse for endurance riding. You can put them on the horse all the time.
These boots can help a horse walk and ride with confidence and a full stride without pain or strain.

Problems with barefoot horses.

• They get tender.
• They get bruising.
• The hooves chip, especially when they grow beyond the quarters level.
• They don't wear evenly.

University of Michigan (Dr. Bowker) and Australia are leading the research about hoof care. See Pete
Ramey at     www.hoofrehab.com.

Hoofs as they grow out start to become out of balance with the shoe.

$80 every 6 weeks for shoeing equals $693 to shoe a horse annually.
Trimming is $40 every 6 weeks then it costs $346 a year.
For trim and boots it would cost about $499 annually. You might only need boots every other year.

A one month trail period would let you see the advantages to natural hoof care.


